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General formulas are obtained for the fractional parentage expansion of type < n In - 2, 2 > 
for the wave function of four nucleons in j-j coupling, with inclusion of effects of isotopic 
spin. The normalized fractional parentage coefficients (both for nonequivalent and for equiv
alent particles) are expressed in terms of the Hope x functions, i.e., essentially in terms of 
Wigner 9j symbols. The results can also be applied directly to the case of LS coupling in 
atoms. 

WHEN two-particle interactions are taken into 
account in the individual-particle nuclear model it 
turns out to be necessary to calculate the matrix 
elements of symmetric two-particle operators (of 

the type G = L gik) between antisymmetric 
i<k 

states of n particles with prescribed total angu-
lar momentum and total isotopic spin. The wave 
functions of these states are constructed by vec
tor composition from the functions for the individ
ual particles. When the number n of particles is 
larger than two, the functions obtained by vector 
composition are not automatically antisymmetric, 
so that subsequent antisymmetrization is neces
sary. 

In calculating the matrix elements of operators 
of the type G by the methods of the Racah algebra 
of tensor operators1 it is convenient to possess a 
representation of the antisymmetric wave functions 
of n particles in the form of an expansion in 
terms of functions formed by vector composition 
from antisymmetric functions of the first n - 2 
particles and of the last two particles. The coef-

ficients in this expansion are called fractional 
parentage coefficients of the type < n I n - 2, 2 >. 
Together with the analogous coefficients of the 
type < n I n - 1, 1 >, they were first introduced 
by Racah2 for the case of equivalent electrons. 

For small values of n general expressions for 
the fractional parentage coefficients can be ob
tained in terms of the Racah coefficients (Wigner 
6j symbols) and more complicated invariants 
formed from the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
The general expression for the coefficients 
< 31 2, 1 > for three equivalent or nonequivalent 
nucleons with inclusion of isotopic spin effects 
was given by Redlich; 3 Schwartz and de-Shalit4 

gave the formula for the case of four equivalent 
particles in the j-j coupling scheme. The prob
lem of the fractional parentage coefficients 
< 41 2, 2 > is dealt with in a paper by Jahn5 (see 
also the related paper of Englefield8 ). In this 
paper the fractional parentage expansion is indi
cated for a function of arbitrary symmetry (be
longing to an arbitrary representation of the per
mutation group, but depending on only one type of 
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spin). Jahn's fractional parentage expansion en
ables one, for example, to obtain directly separate 
expressions for spatial-spin function in j-j coup
ling and for isotopic spin functions. By forming 
an antisymmetric combination of these one can ob
tain the complete wave function for four nucleons. 
But such a construction obviously does not lead to 
a single general formula, since the expressions 
obtained by Jahn do not show explicitly what the 
necessary relation is between the symmetry types 
of the functions from which the complete antisym
metric function is to be constructed. 

In the present note we wish to show that the 
general fractional parentage coefficient < 4J 2, 2 > 
for the complete wave function of four equivalent 
or nonequivalent nucleons can be obtained directly, 
without previous separate construction of the spa
tial-spin and isotopic spin expansions. For this 
we shall not require detailed use of the apparatus 
of the theory of permutation groups, on which Jahn 
bases his exposition. 

To obtain the antisymmetric wave function of 
four nucleons we choose a function 

'Y Wrh (JrTr)]a, [j3/4 (J2T2)]a, JT MMr}, 

constructed by vector composition: 

h+j2=Jr, tr+t2=Tr,h+j,=J2, ta+t4=T2, 
Jr + J2 = J, Tr + T2 = T (tr = t2 =fa= t4 = 112). 

(1) 

The notation [ la means that the function in the 
brackets is antisymmetrized. The indices on the 
j 's number the different angular momenta. If the 
numbering of the particles is not indicated explic
itly, then jijk ... j!jm means h ( 1) jk ( 2) .•. 
j! ( 3) jm ( 4). 

We must completely antisymmetrize the func
tion (1) and then expand it in terms of functions 
analogous to (1), but in general, with different an
gular momenta. 

It is not hard to show that the operator of com
plete antisymmetrization 

A(1234) = }_L(-1)PP 
l 4! p 

can be written in the form 

A(1234) = BA(12)A(34), 

where 

(2) 

(3) 

A (12) = (1- P 12) I V2, A (34) = (1 - Pa4) I V2; (4) 

B = (1 + P21P13- Pr3- PH- Pz~- P2J) IVG (5) 

(Pik means transposition of particles i and k). 
For what follows it is essential that 

A (12) A (34) B = BA (12) A (34). (6) 

The function (1) can be written in the form 

'Y {[irj2(JrTr}Ja, UajdJ2T2)]a, JTMMr) 

=A(12)A(34)'Y(jrj2(JrTr), iah(J2T2)· JTMMr}. (7) 

The function on the right is simply the product of 
a spatial-spin function by a function of the isotopic 
spins 

'Y Uri2(J1Tr), iaj4(J2T2), JTMMr} 

= '? (itj2 (Jr), iaj4 (J2), JM) <pr Cl2 1l2 (Tr), 

1I2 1I2(T2), TMr). 

We can now define a completely antisymmetric 
function of the four particles by the expression 

'Y{irj2(JrTr), iaj4(J2T2), JTMMr}a 

(8) 

= B'Y {[irj2(JrTr)Ja, Uah(J2T2)Ja, JTMMr} (9) 

= A(12)A(34)B'Y {jrj2(JrTI), i:lh(J2T2), JTMMr}.. 

The action of the operator B on a function of 
the type (8) is easily expressed by means of the 
Hope x function, 7- 9 which can be defined by the 
relation 

(lOa) 

The function x is a normalized Wigner 9j symbol and can be expressed in terms of 6j symbols (or 
. Racah W coefficients): 

(11) 
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Using Eq. (lOa) and the relation 

cp (fi (1) j2(2)JM) = (-i)i.+h-1 cp (i2 (2) ir (1) JM), (12) 

one easily obtains the relations 

(lOb) 

(lOc) 

(
hizJl) 

P24<?(iri2(Jl), M4(J2), JM) =~ cp(jlj4(Ja), iai2(J4)JM)x j4iaJ2 (-1)H2io+i.-1,-1• 

1,1, JsJ.J 
(lOd) 

P 24Pls<? (irj2 (Jl), isi4 (J2) J M) = ( -1 )1•+1,-1 cp (j3j4 (J z), i1i2 (Jl), J M). (lOe) 

Similar relations are, of course, valid for the functions <PT in Eq. (8). 
Substituting the expressions (10) into Eq. (9) we find [after a slight transformation of some of the terms 

by means of Eq. (12)] 

'P'{irj2(J1T1), isi4(J2Tz), JTMMr)a =A(12)A(34),/- {'P'{id2(J1T1), iaidJ2T2), JTMMr} 
r 6 \ 

+(-1)1•+1•-J+r.-rtr, 'I" {M4 (J4T,), ilia (JaTa), JT MMr)l- (- 1)Hi.-1,-r, ~ X (;:~:~:)X (:~: :~: ~:) 
J,J,T,T, lr)6J T5T6T 

X ['I" {irj4 (JsT.), Ms (JGT s), JT MMr) +( -1 )'•+J,-J+T,+T,-T'P' {Ma (JaT6), iri4 (J5T5), JT MMr}]} (13) 

If all the j 's are different and the original functions are normalized, then the function we have ob
tained will also be normalized in virtue of the relation 

(14) 

which expresses the unitary property of the (real) transformation (lOa). 
Thus we immediately obtain the fractional parentage expansion for the case of different j 's: 

'P'{jd2(J1T1), isidJ2T2}, JTMMr}a =v~{'P'{[irj2(J1Tl)]a, Ush(J2T2)]a, JTMMr} 

+ ( -1 )1•+1•-1 ' r,tr.-r 'I" {[j2 jJ{J.1T4)]a, [j1js (J sTs)]a,JT MMr} J- (-1 )i·+i.-1,-r, ~ (~:~:~:)X (:~: :~: ~:) 
1,1,r,r, JsJ6J T5T6T (15a) 

X [ 'f'' ([iddJoT s)]a, U2is (J6T 6 )]a JT MMr) + (- 1 )'•+1·-J+T,+T,-T 't' {Uzia (JsT 6 )]a, Ud4 (JsTs)Ja, JT MMr}] }· 
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If there are equal values among the angular momenta j, then in carrying out the application of the an
tisymmetrizing operators in Eq. (13) we must note that, for example, for equivalent particles 1 and 2 

A (12) lji (j2JlT I) = Op (T 1• 2j- Jl)"V21]i (j2JlT I), 

where the function c5p (x, y) is defined for integer values of its arguments by the relation5 

oP (x, y) = '/2 (1 + ( -i)X+Y). 

(16) 

(17) 

When equal j 's occur the functions obtained from Eq. (13) will not be automatically normalized, so 
that the normalizing factors have to be determined by further calculations. We give the final normalized 
expressions 

X [ l_F Wda (J aT a) Ia. [j2j3 (J4T4)]a.JT MM r) + (- 1 )1·~ 1• ITT,]-T,-T\y {[j2j3 (J4T 4)la. rhMJaT a) 1,. .JT M !VIr}]}; (15b) 

'Y {ji (J1T1), j~ (J2T2), JT MMr)a = ; 5 Op (T I• 2h- JI) Op (T 2, 2j2- 12) { 'Y{ji (J1T 1), j~ (J2T 2), JT MMr} + (- 1 )2H 2i2+1 T 

(15c) 

X [ 'P' {ji (J3T 3), U1j2 UtT 4)]a, JT MMr} + (- l)l•+J,-J+T,+T,-r 'Y ([hj2 (J,T4)]a, ji (JaT a), JT MMr) ]} ; (15d) 

'Y{j2 (J1 T1), j2 (J2T2), JTMMr)a =N2y~- op(Th 2j-Jl)op(T2, 2j-J2 ) 

X { 'P' {j2 (J1/1), j2 (J2T 2), .IT M M r} + (- l)l+T'J! (j2 (J2T 2), j2 (J1T tl, JTMMr} 

--<1 ~ z(~~~:\)z(:~::;:~:)0r(Ta,2j-J:J&p(T.t,2j--.f1)xtt'(j2 (J3T3 ), j2(J4T4), JTMMrJ}; 
.r,JJJ, jaJ4J T3T1T 

(15e) 

All the normalizing factors are easily obtained 
by means of Eq. (14) and the relations 

(19) 

(18a) 

(18b) 

The relation (19) can be verified by using the 
expansion (11). It is easy to prove Eq. (20), start
ing with Eq. (14) and the symmetry properties of 
x functions. 
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The fractional parentage expansions given here 
have been obtained for the purpose of using them 
for calculations of two-particle interactions in nu
clei, They can also be applied in atomic spectros
copy (after the replacements h - !i, J - L, T 
- S). 
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The cross section is computed for the capture of gamma rays by nuclear matter at giant res
onance energies. 

IN theoretical investigations of giant resonance 
in photonuclear reactions, extensive use has been 
made of two models for interactions between 
gamma rays and nuclei. Migdar ,1 Goldhaber and 
Teller2 and others regarded giant resonance as 
the result of an interaction between gamma rays 
and the collective dipole vibrations of nuclei. In 
contrast with this collective aspect, Wilkinson3 

and Burkhardt4 have used the shell model in a de
tailed study of the mechanism of gamma-ray cap
ture as the result of the excitation of single nucleons. 
However, neither model provides an explanation 
of all of the experimental data. For example, re
cent calculations based on the collective model5 

give a width of giant resonance in ( y, n) reac
tions which is much smaller than the observed 
width. On the other hand, the shell model gives 
incorrect frequencies for giant resonance."* The 
principal defect of the calculations that have been 
mentioned is apparently the use of incorrect wave 

*Note added in proof. The computed giant-resonance fre
quencies are close to the observed frequencies when the ef
fective nucleon mass is set equal to half of the true mass for 
all excitation energies/9 but there is no other basis for this 
assumption. 

functions to describe highly excited nuclear states. 
It is shown in several papers6- 9 that experi

ments on slow neutron scattering by medium and 
heavy nuclei can be interpreted satisfactorily if 
in constructing wave functions for highly excited 
states account is taken of the possibility that the 
excitation energy of a single particle is redistrib
uted among other degrees of freedom. In our cal
culation of the photonuclear absorption cross sec
tion we shall use herein the method of Lane, 
Thomas, and Wigner7 for constructing the wave 
functions of excited states, taking the above men
tioned possibility into account. 

1. CALCULATION OF THE PHOTONUCLEAR 
ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION 

The nonrelativistic operator for the interaction 
between an electromagnetic field and a system of 
nucleons is 

H' =- ~[(~lpA(-1 - t.) 
n \Me) \ 2 •n 

(1) 

If l¥0 and lJ!Ey are the wave functions of the nu-


